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isenfranchised begins by asking “why did the twentieth-

century Communist project to eliminate class distinctions 

fail?”. It applies this overarching question to the field of 

factory politics during the Maoist period in China, when very 

serious, elaborate institutions and lively practices developed to 

involve and empower workers in the operation of their 

factories. Professor Andreas conceptualizes them as a form of 

“industrial citizenship:” a global development, beginning after 

World War I and continuing well beyond World War II, “in 

which industrial employment not only secured economic 

entitlements but also entailed political rights and duties” that 

transformed workers from “simply hired hands” to “legitimate 

stakeholders.” It took different forms in different countries, of 

course: works councils in Germany and elsewhere, paternalistic 

enterprise unionism in Japan, corporatist tripartite 

arrangements in much of Europe and Latin America, and 

collective bargaining in the US. Disenfranchised explicates 

industrial citizenship’s many successive permutations in China, 

in broadly chronological chapters on “participatory 

paternalism”, “mass supervision”, “big democracy” and 

“revolutionary committees”, charting their achievements, 

limitations and ultimate demise. 

 

As such, it profoundly reverses our understanding of factory 

politics in the Maoist period, with important implications for 

the structural reforms that have followed. Andrew Walder’s 

highly influential Communist Neo-Traditionalism painted a 

picture of workers trapped in a web of patron-client 

relationships with supervisors and managers, and ensconced in 

enterprise welfare institutions — especially the “work unit” 

(danwei) — that rendered labor politically dependent and, 

therefore, broadly passive or at least acquiescent to Party 

authority in the factory. Disenfranchised emphasizes instead 

how, in varying degrees, forms and moments, workers became 

citizens of their factories: active, interested, contentious, and at 

times autonomous, influential and even powerful participants in 

the organization and operation of their enterprises. It also charts 

how, starting in the late 1980s and accelerating in the early 

1990s with the onrush of China’s transition to capitalistic 

economic, social and political relations, Chinese workers were 

stripped of their industrial citizenship — hence the book’s title. 

 

In addition to its empirical richness, Disenfranchised devotes a 

great deal of theoretical and analytical energy to explicating the 

meaning and significance of industrial citizenship in political, 

social and economic terms — a major contribution. It treats the 

roots of both its rise and fall more descriptively and implicitly. 

On industrial citizenship’s upswing, political agency (rather 

than structural forces) was determinative, which is exactly what 

one would expect from a revolutionary leadership and moment. 

The Party, specifically Mao and likeminded revolutionary 

leaders, created and developed the institutions of industrial  

 

citizenship and urged workers to use them. Here it had three 

objectives: “to mobilize workers behind the party’s goals, 

encouraging them to work conscientiously, participate in party-

led activities, and carry out management responsibilities on the 

shop floor”; “to maintain channels of input from below”; and 

“to help the party monitor and criticize the behavior of its own 

cadres.” Describing the rise of industrial citizenship, 

Disenfranchised is packed on page after page with locutions 

such as “Mao initiated…”, “The Party insisted…”, “Mao 

attempted…”, and “Dissatisfaction led Mao to launch…”. 

 

But on the downslope, Professor Andreas assigns, albeit 

implicitly, a greater role to structure and function. Starting in 

the late 1980s, this same Party, now under very different 

leadership, attacked industrial citizenship because it was 

functionally incompatible with the capitalistic mode of 

production (albeit one with “Chinese characteristics”) it was 

fostering. Here there is much more passive voice: “firms were 

pushed,” “workers were required,” the Brilliant Glass factory 

“was subjected.” Of course, a great deal of intrepid, high-risk 

political agency lay behind all this. In pursuing structural 

reform, the stakes — the commitment of the Party and 

revolution to socialism itself, and the legitimacy of its claim to 

power — couldn't have been higher. The perils were also 

gargantuan: there was considerable opposition reaching from 

the apex of the Party, to the middle levels of the broadly 

recalcitrant, worried bureaucratic and managerial ranks, down 

to the often downright hostile the industrial shopfloor. It took 

most forceful, committed leadership at the top to see it through, 

first by pushing into (often early) retirement broad swaths of 

old-line cadres, and then by massive layoffs of tens of millions 

of factory workers. This story has been told elsewhere, and for 

Disenfranchised it is context: given that all this was happening, 

revocation of industrial citizenship was not so much a target as 

a structural and functional necessity required by the new mode 

of production. It also had become a sideshow to the main arena 

of conflict, which was factory closures and firings as well as 

labor compensation. 

 

Given the enthusiasm with which workers exercised their 

industrial citizenship in the Maoist period, and the actual power 

into which they translated it, in the Hundred Flowers Movement 

and especially the Cultural Revolution, it remains no small 

puzzle why they lost their franchise as completely as they did, 

and why they did not deploy their well-elaborated and long-

practiced radicalism in its defense. Disenfranchised documents 

workers’ fightbacks in their factory congresses, and we already 

know that reluctant factory managers were loath to enforce to 

the 1986 provisional regulations on labor against the very 

workers who had attacked them so radically during the Cultural 

Revolution. So why, we may ask, did the working class not 

strike (literally) again? 
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The answer may well be embedded in the question itself. 

During the Maoist period, workers made radical advances 

through audacious offensives — a form of the “Type Two 

politics” that prevails when preexisting rules, norms and 

institutions have broken down and actors do whatever is 

necessary to further their particular interests and to defend 

themselves from predation by others. One of Disenfranchised’s 

great contributions is the way it adds to this picture the efforts 

to institutionalize working class power within the factory rather 

than just wield it at “moments of enthusiasm” — i.e., to convert 

Type Two politics into “Type One,” which takes place within 

established units … that circumscribe the options of agents and 

make their behaviors more predictable and peaceful. When 

workers wielded their franchise in the various representative 

assemblies and factory councils that Professor Andreas 

documents with such care, they backed their Type One efforts 

with Type Two politics: radical theory, rhetoric and action. 

 

Indeed, in Maoist China, revolutionary Type Two politics 

always depended on the Leninist Type One. That is, they 

always required inspiration, sanction, theory and language from 

the Communist Party. It is easy to forget that “the mass line” 

was, first and foremost, a “method of leadership”. Even when 

Type Two politics seemed to break beyond the intentions, 

discourse and boundaries of the leadership, as in the first half 

of 1967, Mao and his top lieutenants managed to command the 

institutions of the Party and state to rein them in. To put the 

matter in a Gramscian lexicon, the radical working class politics 

of the Maoist period, which sought to establish counter-

hegemony against bureaucratic and managerial authority and 

the means-ends “rationality” of efficiency, productivity and 

economic modernization, was itself subject to the hegemony of 

Maoist political radicalism, on whose terrain it always fought. 

Disenfranchised is chock full of examples of political positions, 

ideas and rhetoric of industrial citizenship drawn from the Party 

left. 

 

Thus, when the Party shifted direction under the structural 

reforms, radical workers were left without the theoretical and 

political means and support to resist. In the wake of the left’s 

defeat, their Maoist activism began to appear quaint at best, 

downright discredited at worst, and would, if exercised, now be 

subject to stiff repression. In 1986, workers could still 

intimidate their managers without lifting a finger, because the 

memories of their radicalism were fresh. But the 1989 

crackdown left little doubt that those days were now over. No 

wonder, then, that the commodification of labor, which proved 

impossible in the mid-1980s, bulldozed the working class in the 

1990s without significant resistance. It could no longer defend 

itself using the counter-hegemonic tools of the Maoist era. 

 

This is not to say that labor politics in China is dead. On the 

contrary, China is, indeed, home to some of the world’s most 

ardent proletarian resistance to capital. Workers are forced to 

engage in Type Two politics, because China still lacks the Type 

One political norms, rules and institutions to deal with their 

grievances. But radical labor mobilization is moribund. For 

many years now, strikes and labor protests have focused not on 

questions of class power, managerial authority, or factory 

socialism — the stuff of “industrial citizenship” — but on 

“bread and butter” issues such as wages and arrears, employer 

benefit contributions, employment security, factory closures, 

and their roots in corruption. That is, workers politics have 

moved from a counter-hegemonic project of radical socialism 

to the resurgent hegemony of capitalism, as workers fight to 

protect what Marx termed their “bourgeois right” to “fair” 

compensation for their labor. 

 

Therein lies the deeper significance of the rise and fall of 

proletarian enfranchisement charted by Professor Andreas. In 

the Maoist period, workers fought on the political, economic, 

social and discursive terrain set forth by the Maoist wing of the 

Chinese Communist Party. Their battle was catalyzed by it, and 

the outcome ultimately depended on it as well. Put more 

strongly, workers’ struggles for industrial citizenship were 

themselves embedded in and subject to the Maoist counter-

hegemonic project. When it was defeated, so were they. Out of 

that frying pan, they found themselves in a new and unexpected 

fire of hegemonic capitalistic productive relations. Indeed, 

these have taken a specific form eerily reminiscent of the 

earliest, most predatory forms of capitalism. Like the first 

proletarians of Western Europe and North America, they have 

resisted on the very terrain that has been exploiting and 

oppressing them, by demanding that even their paltry wages be 

paid at all, and that the satanic mills in which they are forced by 

economic necessity to toil away their lives remain open so they 

can continue to suffer economic super-exploitation and social 

degradation (political disenfranchisement having long been 

relegated to the mists of forgotten time). They continue to fight, 

but in a way determined by the hegemony against which they 

fight. 

 

In short, the Chinese working class, which fought so ardently in 

the Maoist decades and now the structural reform ones, has 

been defeated in both because its fights have been embedded in 

and subject to hegemonic forces they could not control. They 

will continue to lose so long as they remain unable to construct 

a counter-hegemonic project in which they play a foundational 

part. That would involve a political party built by or at least with 

the active participation of working class itself and over which 

it can exercise some control. That was not Lenin’s project, it 

was not Mao’s, and it certainly was not that of Deng and his 

successors. The story of Disenfranchised, then, is not one just 

of political defeat, but of a battle that could never have been 

won so long as its arbiter and driving force — its counter-

hegemon — remained a Party within which the working class 

was not a central and influential constituent. 

 


